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November 18, 1998

Mr. Howard E. Steinberg
Chairman
New York State Thruway Authority
200 Southern Boulevard
Albany, NY  12209

Re: Report 98-F-34

Dear Mr. Steinberg:

Pursuant to the State Comptroller’s authority as set forth in Article V, Section 1 of the
State Constitution and Article II, Section 8 of the State Finance Law, we have reviewed the
actions taken by officials of the New York State Thruway Authority (Thruway Authority), as of
July 31, 1998, to implement the recommendations contained in our audit report, Implementation
of the E-Z Pass Toll Collection System (Report 96-S-18).  Our audit report, which was issued on
October 23, 1996, focused on the Thruway Authority’s efforts to measure the performance of the
E-Z Pass toll collection system.

Background

The New York State Legislature created the Thruway Authority in 1950 as a public benefit
corporation dedicated to building, operating, and maintaining the New York Thruway, a 641-mile
system of highways with 61 toll collection stations.  Generating $351.8 million in toll revenues,
240.2 million vehicles traveled the Thruway during 1997.

In 1993, the Thruway Authority began operating an electronic toll collection system known
as E-Z Pass.  With this system, drivers can pay Thruway tolls without stopping their vehicles; the
tolls are charged to the drivers' prepaid accounts by a device that scans an electronic tag mounted
on the vehicles.  The primary objective of this system is to reduce traffic congestion at toll
collection stations during peak periods.

Summary Conclusions

Our prior audit examined the performance of the E-Z Pass system and found indications
that it has been effective.  For example, according to Thruway Authority records, far more
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vehicles can be processed in an hour by the E-Z Pass system than by manual toll collection
stations.  However, we also found that Thruway Authority officials needed to develop a
comprehensive performance measurement system if they were to evaluate the effectiveness of the
E-Z Pass system in a thorough manner.  We also noted that the officials needed to investigate the
reasons for the higher rate of automobile accidents at toll collection stations that use the E-Z Pass
system, and to continue their efforts to reduce the rate of E-Z Pass fare evasion and improve the
collection of unpaid tolls.  In our follow-up review, we found that Thruway Authority officials
have taken steps to assess the effectiveness of the E-Z Pass program and to improve toll lane
safety and reduce the rate of unpaid tolls.

Summary of Status of Prior Audit Recommendations

Our prior audit contained three recommendations.  We found that Thruway Authority
officials have implemented one recommendation and have partially implemented the other two
recommendations.

Follow-up Observations

Recommendation 1

Develop and use formal measurable performance standards to assess the effectiveness of the E-Z
Pass program.  The areas to be addressed by such standards should include (but not be limited
to) vehicle throughput and the areas addressed in the following section of this report.

Status - Partially Implemented

Agency Action - The Thruway Authority is currently developing performance standards as part
of its Strategic Plan for all Thruway programs, including the E-Z Pass program.

Auditors’ Comments - The Thruway Authority should finalize the development of performance
standards so that assessment of the E-Z Pass program can be expedited.

Recommendation 2

Develop and implement procedures for monitoring the causes of toll plaza accidents.  If it is
determined that E-Z Pass is contributing to the increase in accidents, take corrective action.

Status - Implemented

Agency Action - To evaluate trends in accidents at toll collection areas, a data field has been
added to the Thruway Authority’s computer software program that can be used to track E-Z

Pass-related occurrences.  As a result, the Thruway Authority has identified an increase
in certain types of accidents and has taken measures to alleviate their causes.  The E-Z
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Pass Accident History Report for the period January 1996 through June 1998 indicates that
the E-Z Pass-related accidents occurred primarily when vehicles backed out of the E-Z
Pass lanes and when they made unsafe lane changes to avoid the E-Z Pass lane.  Having
identified these primary causes, the Thruway Authority recently improved signs and
lane-markings, and changed the color of the lights above the dedicated E-Z Pass lanes
from green to flashing yellow.

Recommendation 3

Continue efforts to reduce the rate of E-Z Pass violations and to improve the collection rate of
such violations.

Status - Partially Implemented

Agency Action - The Thruway Authority is in the process of securing a contractor to implement
a new system for improving the processing and collection rate of violations.  Scheduled
for implementation in October 1998, the new system will provide enhanced reporting of
violations; and will process data concerning violation occurrences, as well as notices and
collections.  The system will allow the Thruway Authority to reconcile reported violations
with the violation notices sent to the customer.  In addition, the Thruway Authority will
be able to interface with the Department of Motor Vehicles to suspend violator
registrations.

Auditors’ Comments - The Thruway Authority should finalize the development of improvements
in the new system that will lead to more-effective E-Z Pass program violation reporting
and collection of violations.

Major contributors to this report were Thomas A. Nowinski, Naomi Hoffman, and Kevin
Connolly.

We would appreciate your written response to this report within 30 days, indicating any
action planned or taken to address any unresolved matters discussed in this report.  We also thank
the management and staff of the New York State Thruway Authority for the courtesies and
cooperation extended to our auditors during this review.

Very truly yours,

Frank J. Houston
Audit Director

cc:  Robert L. King


